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From: Gilbert Millman
To: Mickey Tenaglia
Date: 12/5/01 8:53AM
Subject: Re: Review of NUREGs for Web Publication

Thanks.

>> Mickey Tenaglia 12/05/01 08:24AM >>>
Per Steve Burns, there is no basis to withhold re-posting of NUREG-0980 and no need to apply the criteria
otherwise applied to staff documents. NUREG-0980 contains nothing but a compilation'of public law.
Please repost NUREG-0980.

>>> Gilbert Millman 12/03/01 01:39PM >>>
NUREG-series publications (NUREGs) previously published in the Reference Library on the "Previous
Public Web Site" will not be reposted until they have been evaluated against criteria for the discretionary
release of information to the public. I have been asked to coordinate this evaluation and need your help in
its completion. During this evaluation, consider whether each publication is still being used or is oudated
and, therefore, need not be reposted.

Attachment 1 contains the list of previously posted NUREGs, the names of cognizant offices, and staff
contacts (which, in certain instances, may be outdated). The NUREGs listed in Attachment 1 may be
obtained electronically from the 'Previous Public Web Site' at
http://www.nrc.cov:201/NRC/NUREGSfindexnum.html .

Attachment 2 provides draft criteria for releasing information. These criteria are at the Commission for
approval.

In order to expedite this evaluation when the criteria are approved, which is expected to be shortly, please
accomplish the following:

1) Identify staff in your office to review the NUREGs in Attachment 1 for which your office is identified as
cognizant (Please notify me immediately if you believe any NUREG assigned to your office should be
reassigned to another office.).

2) Have staff familiarize themselves with the draft criteria in Attachment 2 and the content of the
publications your office will review in Attachment 1 to expedite the evaluation process when the final
crkeria become available. It may be useful to perform a preliminary evaluation using the draft criteria to
complete the "Acceptability for Web Publication" columns in Attachment 1.

3) Please complete the three *Acceptability for Web Publication" columns on Attachment 1 after your
evaluation for reposting is complete. On the basis of the draft criteria, check Yes if the publication can be
reposted and No if it should not be reposted
If you check No, check why i is not being reposted, that is, either because it is Sensitive or because it is
Not Needed.

I will transmit the final criteria to you when they are released.

Thanks. Gil


